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Twelve months to self-sufficiency!This fully updated second edition of the popular Weekend

Homesteader series includes exciting, short projects that you can use to dip your toes into the vast

ocean of homesteading without getting overwhelmed. If you need to fit homesteading into a few

hours each weekend and would like to have fun while doing it, these projects will be right up your

alley, whether you live on a forty-acre farm, a postage-stamp lawn in suburbia, or a high rise.The

August volume includes the following projects: * Saving seeds* Drying food* Building a chicken

coop or tractor* Making a rain barrelThe second edition has been revised and expanded to match

the paperback, with extra photos and feedback from weekend homesteaders just like you, plus

permaculture-related avenues for the more advanced homesteader to explore.
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Imagine picking up a really good gardening and homesteading magazine that has been edited down

to the most important information in each article, then had all of the advertisements removed. Now,

imagine that in digital format, without the annoying aspect of not being able to hold your place in the



publication. That's exactly what you get here.The articles are well-written and edited. Each is

informative and interesting. Even on topics that I have some knowledge in, I was able to glean some

additional expertise.This edition was the first that I read, so that's why I am writing this review for it.

After reading this one, I immediately downloaded several others and devoured them. It was that

good.There are a lot of things I love about this publication. For one - publishing it as a monthly

e-book, rather than a magazine was a stroke of genius. Any of us who've subscribed to kindle

magazines have discovered the annoying fact that you can't hold your place in a magazine. So,

when you put that publication down and pick it up later, you have to page through it to find the article

where you left off. The e-book format has eliminated that problem. I can be in the middle of an

article and turn off my kindle to go do something else and when I come back to it, it's still on the

page I was reading. Just like a book.Each article begins with a short run down of what the project

that you are about to read about involves in terms of cost, time and difficulty. This is a great feature

because you may be looking for something to do for a few hours on an afternoon and you know that

you can skip over the more time-consuming projects. Or you may not have any money at the

moment so you know to skip over the ones that cost more than you can afford.
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